LUXXU MODERN LAMPS BRINGS ENDLESS
INSPIRATION TO LIGHT+BUILDING 2018
LUXXU Modern Lamps will be presenting the brand’s inspiring designs at the world’s leading
tradeshow for the lighting market and building services technologies. Light+Building will be happening in Frankfurt from the 18th to the 23rd of March.
LUXXU’s lighting is a harmonious synthesis between luxury and the expertise techniques of the
craftsman. The brand’s modern lighting designs are completely handmade with the most exquisite
materials, adding a component of luxury and uniqueness to each of the light fixtures.

FEEL INSPIRED BY THE HIGH-END DESIGNS LUXXU AT HALL 1.1 – G41
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hApotheosiset/furniture/darian-sideboard.php
TYCHO COLLECTION
Inspired by the most unusual planetarium
in the world, and made to fit into every interior design style, from the classier to the
most contemporary ones, the Tycho
collection is the epitome of distinctiveness.
LUXXU created a collection that ranges
from a floor lamp to a suspension lamp,
perfect for any residential or hospitality
projects.

http://luxxu.net/furniture/littus-dining-table.php
WATERFALL COLLECTION
Presented as a collection that takes inspiration from waterfalls and represents its
calm sensations, Waterfall is the perfect
collection to bring together exquisite lighting design and well-being. Made with
ribbed fine tubes and gold plates brass
Waterfall gives a soothing yet glamorous
vibe to any interior.

http://luxxu.net/furniture/noir-stool.php
MCQUEEN COLLECTION
The McQueen Collection, full of drama and
character is the best display of the expertise of the craftsman that produce
LUXXU’s modern designs. The McQueen
Collection presents itself as an homage to
the late fashion designer Alexander
McQueen. Forging its identity with the best
materials, including amber Swarovski crystals with the best handcraft techniques. A
design that dares to be more than a luxury
item!
WWW.LUXXU.NET | INFO@LUXXU.NET

http://luxxu.net/products/empire-center-table.php
GUGGENHEIM WALL
Inspired by the unique architecture of the
Guggenheim museum. A magnificent
combination of gold plated brass with
Swarovski crystals in the form of a daring
and innovative design that will defy the
perception of wall lamps.

http://luxxu.net/products/burj-wall.php
SCALA WALL
Poetically made with the finest materials,
the Scala Wall is proof that LUXXU brings
the best of modern design, while maintaining the classier looks of chandeliers.
Embellished with romantic and luxurious
Swarovski crystals, this wall lamps will
bring warmness and light to any interior
setting.

JOIN LUXXU MODERN LAMPS AT LIGHT+BUIDLING 2018 !
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ABOUT US
LUXXU MODERN LAMPS is the reference brand in luxury lighting design, quality and
innovation. Present in the most prestigious tradeshows in the world, LUXXU’s world is
all about a soft blend between exclusivity and sophistication gathering the classic and
modern lines expressed through the best craftsmanship.
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